
Dear Potential VA!

Thank you for your application for a Responsible, enthusiastic & personable Virtual Assistant.

I’m looking for a very special person who can not only perform the tasks with energy and efficiency, 
but who wants to become my right hand person.

To ensure I only spend time talking with those most interested and committed to this opportunity, I 
have some tasks I would like you to complete to demonstrate why you are the best candidate for 
this opportunity.

Please watch this video first & complete the following tasks as per my instructions in the video;

https://youtu.be/j8ym5hwDu_Y

Task 1. Your understanding of the English Language

Transcribe the first 3 mins of the above video.

Task 2. Research & Connection Skills

It is my goal this year to connect with more influencers and be featured as a guest poster in 
popular blogs. Please research 3 - 5 influential blogs in my niche and return the following 
information;

1. How popular is their blog? (determined primarily by Alexa ranking)
2. What would be a great title for a blog post that fits with their audience base?
3. Please write an introductory email from me to the blog owner suggesting a topic I could cover for 
their blog. (Don’t send it! It’s just a test to assess your research skills, your knowledge of the 
marketplace and how you approach people)
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Task 3. Customer Service

Below are 3 recent emails I received. Please write responses to each email. These are genuine 
emails I have received. I want to see how you respond and deal with customers.

a). Hi Jo, I’ve been following your FB course and have been trying out ads to grow the likes to my 
page, but I just can’t afford to keep testing what works and what doesn’t. What do you suggest I do 
to grow my audience on FB?

b). Hi Jo, I’m writing to ask if you’d like to be an expert on our panel for my forthcoming online 
traffic summit. I’ve been following you for years and love your content. It would be great if you 
could share some strategies and advice as part of my event. Please let me know if you’d like to get 
involved.

c). Hi. I keep getting emails from you. Who are you and what qualifications do you have? 

  
Task 4. Creativity

Layout the following copy in a pages or word doc, or on a wordpress page if you have wordpress. 
Please research and include relevant images.

______________________________________________________________________________

Why Consistency is Everything (and how to get around it if it’s your greatest weakness - 
like me!)

Years ago when I first started online, I recorded a video on what I believed was the No 1 way to 
‘Make Money Online’.

I now actually don’t believe in that term (make money online). It’s all about building a business and 
using online marketing as a tool to grow that business, but hey I was young, new to this world and 
a tad naive.

However, the message in the video still rings true today.

What is the key to success? It’s consistent focused action.

Here’s the video if you want to see what I was talking about;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0FyhqqFak4

<iframe width="853" height="480" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/W0FyhqqFak4?
rel=0&amp;showinfo=0" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

Unfortunately I have one huge challenge with this.

Although I know that consistent, focused action is the key to success, my personality does not lend 
itself to any kind of consistency at all.

In fact I’m terribly inconsistent. It’s one of my greatest weaknesses.
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I’m a great starter by the way. A true ideas person. And I’m also great at putting those ideas into 
action. The problem comes when I have to exercise those ideas day in, day out or week in week 
out for long periods of time.

Oh dear.

Boredom sets in. Distraction takes control. Projects get left half unfinished and I’m on to the next 
thing.

For years I have tried to fight this.

I’ve got spreadsheet after spreadsheet of routines and plans and default diaries I’ve set up to try 
and get into a semblance of routine. But none of it works.

Add to that we’re always traveling, so there’s no routine to our life at all, I’m mostly all over the 
place.

I do hope there is some comfort in this admission of mine, especially if this resonates with you and 
your personality.

Because if I’m not consistent and consistency is the key, how is it that I’m able to run a successful 
business, travel the world and truly live the online lifestyle?

Well my friend, preparation and self awareness are the keys!

Because I know I have this weakness, it’s very important for me to do things in short bursts.

If I’m going to take on a new project which requires daily or weekly input I need to plan it for 3 
months maximum, as anything past that and I’m starting to wander.

If I want to churn out content day after day, week after week, I need to spend a few short weeks 
just writing, videoing, prepping images etc so I can then get it all set up and scheduled to go out 
week after week consistently.

I’m not too keen on autoresponders in the email programs preferring up to date broadcasts, 
however when I’m scheduling regular content delivery I pre-write my emails to go with the content 
getting published, so it’s just a case of copying and pasting into the system on the relevant days 
(which I outsource).

And at times, if I haven’t planned far enough ahead, I’m just plain old inconsistent.

Sometimes there are just breaks in what I’m doing and they do have an effect. Engagement drops, 
email opens and clicks drop, sales drop, sign ups drop etc etc.

But it’s not the end of the world. I am after all only human and it gives me the opportunity to come 
back with a bang!

So what should you be doing if you share my weakness and consistency just doesn’t come 
easy to you?

1. Become an awesome planner! Plan content / products / funnels etc 6 months to a year ahead.

2. Take 3 months out and get ahead of yourself. Write, record, produce, schedule etc. Get 6 
months to a years worth of stuff ready to go so that all you have to do is hit the publish button 
on any given day.
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3. Hire staff who can do the jobs that absolutely MUST be done on a daily / weekly basis to cover 
that side for you.

4. Never over commit time wise when you know your mind will start to wander mid way through

5. KNOW YOURSELF. Admit that this is a weakness for you and put in controls to manage it. 
Knowing how to manage your weaknesses and exploit your strengths is another key to 
success along with consistent focused action. So don’t stick your head in the sand. Find a 
solution!

Have an awesome, productive and consistent day whatever you’re doing!

Jo :)

So there you have it.  Here is your chance to shine and show me that you have the attitude I 
require for this position.  Make sure that you follow all the steps if you want to be considered for a 
Skype interview.

Please complete the tasks in full by Wednesday 13th April 2016 and send your responses to the 
support desk at http://jobarnesonline.com/support.

Applications will be reviewed immediately and Skype interviews organised shortly after.

Thanks so much!

Jo :)
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